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 Ã±ol !es | Benikamin Benikamin: En la mayorÃa de canales de Ubuntu se habla sÃ³lo en inglÃ©s. Si busca ayuda en espaÃ±ol
o charlar entra en el canal #ubuntu-es. Escribe "/join #ubuntu-es" (sin comillas) y dale a enter. okk, gracias! I've got a weird bug

and I'm not sure how to fix it. My computer will randomly shut down, usually when I'm using my laptop and watch a youtube
video or something. When I do a hard shut down it takes 30 mins before my monitor turns off. It's a 12 hour update once in a
while. s/30 mins/30 minutes/ Anyone know what this is about? indystorm: what happens when it shuts down? I mean, I'm not

sure if it shuts down, or if it just stops updating. Well, my screen is dark. I hear my hard drive thrashing as it is trying to save the
update. and do you have a history of the issue? I've only noticed it after I rebooted and noticed an update available. And I've
been having this issue for a few weeks now. indystorm: what happens if you do a hard restart? Hard shutdown? yes Shutting

down now, I'll be back in a few. I'll be back in about 15 minutes. ok, give me a shout when you are back ok Okay hello Hi all!
what are you trying to do? hey I'm having a little issue with a cd I burned with the application ImgBurn. If I run the disk in a

different drive from the one the cd was burned on it opens a file browser but its empty. If I 82157476af
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